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Liu et al. [1] provide a comprehensive account of research on dependency
distance in human languages. While the article is a very rich and useful report on this complex subject, here I will expand on a few specific issues where
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research in computational linguistics (specifically natural language processing) can inform DDM research, and vice versa. These aspects have not been
explored much in [1] or elsewhere, probably due to the little overlap between both research communities, but they may provide interesting insights
for improving our understanding of the evolution of human languages, the
mechanisms by which the brain processes and understands language, and the
construction of effective computer systems to achieve this goal.
1. Crossings, dependency distance and the parallelism between exceptions to projectivity and exceptions to DDM
As mentioned in [1], there is a close relation between DDM and the
scarcity of crossing dependencies in natural languages. This low frequency
of crossings has long been observed [2], later quantified [3, 4, 5], and recently
statistically tested [6], in a wide range of human languages.
It is worth noting, however, that strict projectivity (a prohibition of crossing dependencies) is not an adequate model of the syntax of real sentences.
One the one hand, it fails to explain a number of relevant linguistic phenomena present in various languages [7, 8]. On the other hand, an overwhelming
majority of syntactic corpora in recent multilingual collections have been observed to contain non-projectivity [4, 5]: crossing dependencies are scarce,
but far from absent [6]. For these reasons, while projectivity can be useful
from an engineering point of view, in the context of a tradeoff between coverage and efficiency in natural language parsers [5]; taking it for granted when
investigating DDM or using it as an assumption of models to explain DDM
[9, 10] can lead to a methodological pitfall: the scarcity of crossing dependencies is likely not an independent constraint of language that contributes
to DDM, but rather a consequence of it [11, 12].
To account for the limited amount of crossing dependencies that arise in
language and to be able to build parsers that can handle non-projective syntactic phenomena in an efficient manner, researchers have explored various
classes of so-called mildly non-projective dependency structures [13, 14, 15, 4,
16, 5]. These are sets of trees that allow a limited degree of non-projectivity,
permitting crossing dependencies only if they follow certain conditions or
patterns. Various such classes have been defined that claim very high coverage over the trees in a variety of corpora, allowing a large majority of the
non-projective dependencies that appear in practice. However, the reasons
for this success (and especially, the reasons why some of the proposed sets
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have more coverage than others) are currently not very well known. Namely,
the reasons for the high coverage of each given mildly non-projective class
could include either being an adequate description of the particular situations where crossing dependencies can arise, or yielding a large enough class
of syntactic trees to provide high coverage by sheer brute force, or a mix
of both. The observation that a given class can be more or less adequate
depending on the criteria used to annotate the syntactic dependencies [5]
suggests at least some influence of the first factor.
The research on syntactic patterns involving long-distance dependencies,
reviewed by Liu et al. in Section 5 of [1], could help clarify this question. DDM and the scarcity of crossing dependencies are closely related,
as the latter is motivated by short dependency distance [12]. Furthermore,
in both cases, there is a predominant trend (the majority of dependencies are
short and do not cross) but there are exceptions that escape the trend (longdistance dependencies and crossing dependencies), which are in turn related
(longer dependencies are more likely to cross [17]). Liu et al. [1] review
some possible reasons for the minority of long dependencies observed in language, and explanations of how they can survive the pressure for DDM. This
raises two questions: (1) do these explanations also apply to the presence of
crossing dependencies, and are they related with the adequacy of mildly nonprojective classes of trees? (e.g., do the most effective such classes work well
because they favor crossing dependencies from words at peripheral positions,
or structures that can be easily chunked?); and (2) can we in turn re-use some
of what we know about long dependencies for crossing dependencies and their
parsing, and employ it to define classes of mildly non-projective structures
that will more closely adjust to the kinds of non-projectivity found in language? Both questions are interesting avenues for research, and can advance
our knowledge both on DDM and natural language parsing.
2. The surprising effectiveness of transition-based parsers and their
bias towards DDM
Liu et al. [1] cite some work in computational linguistics that achieved
improvements in parsing accuracy by purposefully introducing dependency
distance as a constraint in a parser [18]. Additionally, it is worth noting that
many state-of-the-art natural language parsers use algorithms with an implicit bias towards short dependency distances, even if they do not introduce
it as an explicit restriction.
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In particular, a popular framework for dependency parsers is the transitionbased (or shift-reduce) approach [19], under which a parser is defined with
a non-deterministic state machine, a statistical or machine-learning-based
model to score transitions, and a search strategy to obtain the optimal sequence of transitions that will yield a parse. Many, if not most, of the
current state-of-the-art parsing systems are based on this framework [20, 21,
22, 23, 24], and all the different algorithm variants that are at its core have
in common that they build short dependencies before (and requiring fewer
transitions than) long ones, be it because building a long dependency requires
removing intervening nodes from a stack (as in the popular arc-standard and
arc-eager [19], arc-hybrid [25] or swap [26] algorithms) or because it requires
to navigate a list (as in the systems based on the Covington [27] algorithm).
This bias towards favoring short dependencies can be part of the reason why
these systems are so effective in practice, and is an example of the trend
pointed out in [28] by which purely engineering-oriented parsing models are
converging with cognitive theories of language understanding, even when
they do not have psycholinguistic modeling among their goals.
A quick verification and quantification of the mentioned bias can be undertaken by implementing transition systems and obtaining random trees by
taking a random transition at each state. Focusing on sentences of length
20 as an example, the expected mean dependency distance for a uniformly
random tree is 7 [29], contrasting with real averages observed in corpora, e.g.
2.52 for Arabic, 3.18 for German, 2.59 for English or 2.51 for Spanish in the
sentences of length 20 of the Stanford HamleDT 2.0 treebanks [30]. On the
other hand, by simulating 105 random parses of sentences of length 20, we
obtain an average distance of 2.44 with the arc-standard algorithm, and 2.06
with the arc-eager parser with the tree constraint [31]. These two parsers are
projective, but using an algorithm that can generate arbitrary non-projective
trees (the swap parser), the obtained average is 2.38, even smaller than for
arc-standard. While further investigation is needed that would be outside
the scope of this comment, the data seem to suggest that transition-based
parsers implicitly favor dependency lengths that are equal, or even smaller,
than the natural ones that appear in language as a consequence of DDM; and
this could be an important factor in the practical adequacy of these parsers.
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